Course selection and admission process for exchange students within
Tracks
This document describes the course selection and admission process for exchange students
interested in applying for courses within Tracks. More information can be found here:
https://student.portal.chalmers.se/en/chalmersstudies/tracks/Pages/Tracks.aspx
Tracks is one of the biggest investments in education in the 190-year history of Chalmers. The idea is
to create individual, personal and flexible study opportunities by introducing Tracks courses to
Chalmers students. These courses are optional and address specific challenges centered on projects
within a limited number of major "Themes". The courses lie "between" the regular programmes, and
thus the student will meet and work together with students from different educational backgrounds
and prepare to solve the complex problems of the future. Students will be able to join Tracks courses
from year 2-5.

How to find the current Tracks courses
Course specific prerequisites for each course (basic: level: TRA100, TRA110, TRA120 and advanced
level: TRA105, TRA115, TRA125) are described in the syllabus that is found in the Study portal:
https://www.student.chalmers.se/. In the left menu at the Study portal you find Portal services
where you can search for courses using the course code (e.g. TRA100).
The specific project-courses under each theme, the levels of the courses, when they start, and
application deadlines are found in a table on this page:

https://student.portal.chalmers.se/en/chalmersstudies/tracks/Pages/current-courseswithin-tracks.aspx
Click on the title of the course to open an information text about the course content. If you have
further questions on a specific course, please click on the name of the examiner to send an email
with your questions.

How to apply for a Tracks course
There is no central application procedure for the Tracks courses, instead it is the examiner who is
responsible for admission and registration. Please contact the examiner of the course you are
interested in for more information about the application, start and end times of the course (these do
not always follow the normal study periods) and other questions that are course specific.
Contact information can be found in the table of courses at the Student portal:

https://student.portal.chalmers.se/en/chalmersstudies/tracks/Pages/current-courseswithin-tracks.aspx
Click on the name of the examiner to send an email with your questions and/or your application.

